HCP 2009 IPWEA MEETING AND SITE VISIT
Hudson Civil is a strong supporter of industry collaboration and
professional development in the Civil and Municipal Construction field in
Tasmania. As such, Hudson Civil recently sponsored the March 2009
State IPWEA meeting and dinner.
In sponsoring the event, organizers were kind enough to allow us the
opportunity to provide two presentations to members; firstly outlining
our extensive product range and capability, and then a presentation on
some of the major projects we have completed. Large pump station
works, box culvert and bridge projects, and major highway works were
some of the highlighted projects. The event was well attended by
Technical and Engineering staff from around Tasmania, and Hudson Civil
appreciated the chance to support IPWEA in Tasmania.
IPWEA members also visited the HCP Prospect site the following day for
a tour of the facility by General Manager of Operations, Michael
Hudson, where various products, both new and familiar favourites, were
on display including our new ROCLA MASSBLOCs, Reinforced Concrete
Box Culverts, and large pump station shafts.
Staff at any of our three factory locations (Prospect, Hobart, and
Western Junction) are always more than happy to provide a tour of the
Hudson Civil facilities should you wish to take a look at any of our
products – please contact any of our staff, or get in touch via the
contact details on our website – www.hudsoncivil.com.au

DIER Modified Driveable Endwalls
A new product currently being specified on some DIER projects is
the MODIFIED DRIVEABLE ENDWALL (see picture to right). This
allows a pipe to exit a driveable endwall at 90 degrees to the
standard driveable endwall flow.
Hudson Civil has supplied a number of these units to several
projects in recent times, including works in Southern Tasmania and
on the North‐west coast.
We can often modify our moulds to make these one‐off or irregular
items – please ask us if you have specific concrete items to construct
as no job is too small or complex for our skilled staff.
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LATROBE WASTEWATER DETENTION
STORAGE (HCP RCBC UNITS)
Hudson Civil have recently supplied twenty
3600x2400 RCBC units, as well as link slabs, and end
panels for the Latrobe Wastewater detention storage
project, currently being successfully completed by
Matthews Constructions.
This Latrobe Council project will provide overflow
storage for a sewer pumping station adjacent to the
Mersey River as a significant environmental protection
measure.

LYELL HIGHWAY DIER PROJECT - AWC
Hudson Civil has recently supplied various items to
several DIER projects in the South of the state.
Most notably Andrew Walters Constructions (AWC)
has used Hudson Civil pits to great effect on the Lyell
Highway upgrade works and the Constitution Hill
works.
Careful planning by AWC and HCP staff meant custom
pits were manufactured, and later machine cored for
pipe penetrations.
This allowed the pits to be dropped straight into
position and minimized OH&S risks for both AWC and
the public, with no open pit works adjacent to roads,
etc. This was an especially important consideration
due to the busy nature of this road and the need to
work under heavy traffic conditions. The use of
specialty precast elements again resulted in
significant benefits for all parties.

CREVET MANUAL

EW PRODUCT - The ADD-A-STEP™ Modular
Ladder

Hudson Civil has just received more copies of the
definitive manual on ductile iron pipeline fittings
from CREVET PIPELINES, available in both hard and
soft copy.
The CREVET manual is an exceptionally thorough but
easy‐to‐use resource with detail on all your fittings,
including dimensions and available sizes.
Common installations are clearly illustrated (see
right). It is a must have product for any professional
working in the water and wastewater industry.
Whilst we will endeavour to provide all our valued
customers with this fantastic resource shortly, should
you require a copy before we visit, please forward
Andrew
Howell
at
your
request
to
andrew@hudsoncivil.com.au or by phone on 0439
115 205.

MINE ENTRY ARCHES – Cornwall Coal/Hazell Bros
Hudson Civil recently supplied several 6.5m diameter arches with
footing blocks to Contractor Hazell Bros, to act as mine entry
accesses at the Cornwall Coal Mine, in order to avoid the potential
for direct rockfall down the slope on both mine personnel and
equipment.
Hudson Civil provided this as an alternative design, which was
more cost effective than the originally proposed structure.
HCP sought a full structural design of their alternative, and
worked closely with the contractor to meet extremely tight
construction timeframes.
The items were all supplied on time, and were successfully
transported and installed by Hazell Bros staff in late March at the
site.
This is another example of Hudson Civil being able to supply
alternative solutions quickly and effectively using our extensive
range of available moulds. This semi‐circular arch mould can also
be used for arch bridges, and forms the basis of our 6.5m ID pump
station shaft.
Thank you to Peter Bennett of Hazell Bros and Cornwall Coal for
their assistance on this project.

NEW PRODUCTS
ROCLA CONCRETE PIPE
Hudson Civil is now supplying ROCLA Steel Reinforced
Concrete Pipe (SRCP) in Tasmania.
ROCLA is one of the largest manufacturers of SRCP in
Australia and their quality‐assured pipe meet all relevant
Australian Standards and are members of the Concrete Pipe
Association of Australia (CPAA).
ROCLA Pipe is manufactured in sizes from DN225 up to
DN3000 with both Flush Joint and RRJ available for most
sizes, across a range of classes.
Contact Les Johnston, Sales Manager, on 0419 580 314 for
any enquiries and pricing on our full range of SRCP available
now.

QUAMBY IRRIGATION PIPELINE
Hudson Civil are the major suppliers to this project currently being undertaken by SHAW CONTRACTING.
This exciting project involves the installation of more than 7.5km of large diameter PVC pressure pipe – for the main
DN500 in several classes.
As well as supplying all the PVC pipe for this project, Hudson Civil is also supplying all fittings, valves, concrete pits,
grates and lids, as well as the concrete pump station wells, lids and bases, access covers, inlet and outlet structures,
inlet pipes and road crossings (SRCP)and much more.
This is the first of several applications where HCP have supplied a 4m ID pump well shaft in a stacked configuration for
deep wells – in this case almost nine (9) metres deep. The pipe inlet was also cast in by HCP in the precast yard, to
further assist the Contractor on site and ensure a top quality job for the Principal.
The assistance of Hudson Civil staff during tendering, design, planning, supply and installation phases has been
welcomed by the Contractor on this large and at times complex project. The close working relationship has allowed the
project to proceed smoothly and with limited delay on any aspect of works.
Further reports on the progress of this project will be detailed in future HCP News.
Thanks to Marty Wilson and Joe Luttrell of Shaw Contracting for their assistance with this article.

Installation of the inlet pump station units
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ROCLA DN900 SRCP

DN500 – Big
Fittings!

4m ID well shafts stacked

FEEDBACK – how can we serve you better?
At Hudson Civil, we pride ourselves on providing exceptional advice and service, but are always striving to improve in order to serve
you better. Please let us know if you have any ways in which we could provide you with additional products, services or information
which would make your projects simpler or more effective.
Our General Manager of Sales &Engineering, Andrew Howell, can be contacted on 0439 115 205 or andrew@hudsoncivil.com.au

